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Abstract. We introduce the notions of regular and purely irregular charges

with respect to a pair of pavings and study their structural properties. More-

over, we link regularity and (T-additivity, obtaining some generalizations of

well-known theorems. Finally, when the pavings satisfy some reasonable weak

conditions, we can decompose any bounded charge into regular and purely irreg-

ular décomposants; this decomposition becomes the Hewitt-Yosida one, when-

ever the charges are defined on the Baire tr-field of a countably compact space.

1. Introduction

Several decompositions of finitely additive probabilities are given in the lit-

erature: the Hewitt-Yosida decomposition (into cr-additive and pure décom-

posants), the Sobczyk-Hammer decomposition (into atomic and nonatomic dé-

composants), the diffuse-discrete decomposition (into diffuse and discrete dé-

composants), the Lebesgue decomposition (into singular and absolutely con-

tinuous décomposants w.r.t. a given probability), the de Finetti decomposition

(into discrete, continuous and agglutinated décomposants), and the Armstrong-

Sudderth decomposition (into nearly strategic and purely nonstrategic décom-

posants).

In this paper we give another decomposition theorem. Precisely, by a general

notion of regularity, we show that any bounded charge can be expressed uniquely

as a sum of its regular and purely irregular décomposants. This decomposition

becomes the Hewitt-Yosida one whenever the charges are defined on the Baire

rj-field of a countably compact space. Our decomposition theorem, as well as

other ones, is derived by means of a basic and elementary algebraic tool, i.e., the

Riesz Decomposition Theorem for vector lattices. We remark that an alternative

geometric approach to decompositions of finitely additive probabilities is given

by the split face decompositions of the simplex of finitely additive probabilities

[3, §2].
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Now, we briefly describe the contents of the following sections. In §2 we

study properties of any normal subspace decomposition {Sx, S2) of ba(Q, &~).

Moreover, we prove that any 0-k valued charge must belong to Sx or S2. In

§3 we introduce the notion of regularity w.r.t. a pair of pavings. We show that

the set of regular bounded charges is a normal vector sublattice of ba{£l, Sr)

whenever the pavings satisfy some reasonable weak conditions. We also link

regularity and rr-additivity and obtain general results, having some well-known

regularity theorems as particular cases. In §4 we introduce purely irregular

charges w.r.t. a pair of pavings and give some simple characterizations of them.

Moreover we link pure irregularity and antiregularity obtaining, in this way, a

known decomposition theorem as a particular case.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper we adopt set theoretic and topological notation used

in Preliminaries of [4] (particularly §1.5).

The letter & always denotes a field on a nonempty set £1; sets from ZF

are denoted by F , with or without indices. As usual, ba{£l, &) is the set of

bounded charges on y ; elements from it are denoted by p , v , with or without

indices. It is known that ba(Q, &), with the usual pointwise addition, scalar

multiplication, and ordering < , is a boundedly complete real vector lattice [4,

2.2.1(9)]. Moreover, the structure (ba(Q, 3r), <, \\ • ||) is a Banach lattice [4,

2.2.1(11)], where ||-|| denotes the usual norm on ba(Q, ,9r) (i.e., \\p\\ = \p\{£l),

with \p\ = p+ + p~).
As usual, a vector sublattice S of ba(Q, &) is called normal if the following

two conditions hold: S contains along with p any element v such that 0 <

|i>| < \p| ; the supremum of any nonempty family in S belongs to S, whenever

it exists. It is known that any normal vector sublattice of (ba(Q, &), <, || • ||)

is a closed set [4, 1.5.19]. Given T c ba{£l, &), the orthogonal complement

of T is the set T1 = {v : \v\ A \p\ = 0 for all p e T} ; it is known that Tx is
a normal vector sublattice and that, whenever T is a normal vector sublattice,

T={T±)± [4, 1.5.8, 1.5.11].
By a normal subspace decomposition of ba(Q, 9~) (direct decomposition in

[5]) is meant a choice of two complementary normal vector sublattices, i.e., a

normal vector sublattice S and the orthogonal complement SL .

The next theorem gives some interesting properties of any normal subspace

decomposition (Si ,S2). The first proposition gives a characterization of any

element of S¡ in terms of its positive and negative variations or of its total

variation. The third, fourth, and fifth ones point out some algebraic and con-

vergence closure properties of S¡. The sixth one shows that S, is a convex set

with respect to < . The eighth one points out that any positive charge in Sx

and any positive charge in S2 are singular. The last one shows that elements

of Si and S2 are, so to say, as "unlike" as possible.

2.1. Theorem. Let {Sx, S2) be a normal subspace decomposition of ba{£l, Sr).

Then the following propositions hold (/, j = 1, 2) :

(i) p e St iff p+,p~e Si iff \p\ e S¡.
(ii) Let p be a positive charge. Then p e S¡ iff p Au = 0 for any positive

ueSj   ij*i).
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(iii) Let px, p2 e Si and a be any real number. Then px +p2, px V p2, px A

p2, and apx are elements of S¡.

(iv) Let {pn) be a sequence in S¡ such that lim^oo \\p„ - p\\ = 0. Then

peS¡.
(v) The pointwise limit of any bounded increasing net in S¡ is an element of

St.
(vi) Let px, p2 £ S¡ and v be such that px < v < p2. Then u e S¡■.

(vii) Let p e S¡ and v e S¡ {j ^ i) and a, ß be arbitrary positive real

numbers. Then there is F such that \p\{F) < a and \v\{Fc) < ß .

(viii) Let p be a positive charge. Then p e S¡ iff for every positive v e Sj

Ü i1 i), for every F and e > 0, there is Fx c F such that v{Fx) < e and

p{Fx) > p{F) - e .
(ix) p G S¡ iff there is no nonzero u e Sj   {j ^ i) such that 0 < v < \p\.

Proof, (i)-(iv) are obvious, (v) immediately follows on noting that, by the

properties of Moore-Smith limits, the pointwise limit of the net is a bounded

charge and hence it is equal to the supremum of the net in (ba(Q, 9~), <).

(vi) follows from 2.2.2(6) of [4]. (vii) and (viii) can be proved by noting that

{pAi>){F) = lnf{p{Fx) + v{F-Fx):Fx c F} for all F [4,2.2.1(6)].
(ix) Let p e S¡ and v e S¡ {j / /) such that 0 < v < \p\. Then we have

v = \p\ A \v\ = 0. Conversely, let p be such that, for any v e Sj, 0 < v < \p\

implies v = 0. Let v e S¡■. Since 0 < \p\ A \v\ < \u\, we get \p\ A |i^| e Sj and

hence \p\ A \v\ = 0, on noting that 0 < \p\ A \v\ < \p\. Therefore p e S¡.   D

The next normal decomposition theorem immediately follows from the Riesz

Decomposition Theorem [4, 1.5.10] in which we take L = ba(Q, 3r).

2.2. Theorem. Let {Sx, S2) be a normal subspace decomposition o/ba(Q, <?").

Then any charge p can be written uniquely in the form p = px + p2, where

Pi € Si {i = 1, 2). Further p¡ = {p+)¡ - {p~)i for all p {i = 1 , 2). Moreover,
px and pi are both positive whenever p is a positive charge.

Finally, we prove that in any normal subspace decomposition, one décom-

posant of a 0-k valued charge must be zero.

2.3. Theorem. Let {SX,S2) be anormal subspace decomposition of~ba(Q, ¡W).

Moreover, let p be a 0-k valued charge. Then the following propositions hold:

(i) p is either an element of Sx or an element of S2.

(ii) p e Si whenever there is a nonzero charge v e S¡ such that 0 < v < \p\

(/=1,2).

Proof, (i) In view of 2.1 (iii), we can consider 0-1 valued charges, only. Let

p be a 0-1 valued charge such that p £ Sx . From 2.2, p = px + p2 with

0 < pi Ç. S¡ {i = 1,2). Plainly \\p2\\ ̂  0. Now, we prove that px = 0, i.e.,
p e S2. Given F, first we assume that p2{F) = 0. Then p2{Fc) > 0 and

hence p{Fc) = 1; consequently, p{F) = 0 and whence px{F) = 0. Now,

we assume p2{F) > 0. Let 0 < e < p2{F). Since 0 = {p2 A px){F) =

lnf{p2{Fx) + px{F - Fx): Fx c F) [4, 2.2.1(6)], there is Fx c F such that
a = p2{Fx) + px{F - Fx) < £. Then p2{Fx) < e and hence p2{F - Fx) > 0,

on noting that e < p2{F) = p2{Fx) + p2{F - Fx). Therefore p{F - Fx) = 1 ;
consequently, p{F) = 1 + p(Fx) and whence p{Fx) = 0, seeing that p is

a 0-1 valued charge.   Then px{Fx) = 0 and hence, keeping in mind a < e,
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px{F) = px{F - Fx) < e.   Since e is arbitrarily chosen, we get px{F) = 0.

Since F is arbitrary, it follows that px = 0.

(ii) It easily follows from (i) and 2.1(ix).   G

3. Regular charges w.r.t. a pair of pavings

The letters %?, S£ always denote pavings of 9 (i.e., nonempty subsets

of 9); sets from ß? ,X are denoted by H,K, with or without indices,

respectively. To point out the closure properties of set theoretic operations in

a paving, we adopt Topsoe's notation [9, p. IX].

Now we introduce a notion of regularity based on the possibility of approxi-

mating a bounded charge by means of its values on two given pavings of 9.

3.1. Definition. The charge p is a {ßf, X)-regular charge iff for all e > 0

and for all F there are H c F and K d F such that \p{F) - p{H)\ < e

and \p{F) - p{K)\ < e . We denote by {ßf, Jf)-ra(Q, 9) the set of (¿F, X)-
regular charges. Moreover, adopting the usual terminology, we call inner ß?-

regular charges and outer X-regular charges the elements of ^-ra*(Q, 9) =

{ß?, 9)-ra{£i, 9) and Jf-ra*(fi ,9) = {9, Jf)-ra{£l, 9), respectively.

The following proposition easily follows from the previous definition.

3.2. Proposition, (i) {ß?, X)-xa{£l, 9) = ß?-ra*{£l, 9) nJT-ra*(Q, 9).
(ii) Let ß?c be the set of complements of the elements of ßff.   Then ß?-

ra*{£i,9) = ß?c-ra*{£l, 9) = {ß?, ß?c)-ra{£l, 9) and ß?-xa*{£l, 9) = ß?c-

ra*(i2, 9) = {ßTc, ß?)-ra{£l, 9) {duality property).

The next theorem points out that the set of regular charges is a normal vector

sublattice whenever the pavings satisfy some reasonable weak conditions.

3.3. Theorem. Let ß? be a (0, (J f)-paving and X a {£1, f)f)-paving. Then
the set S = {ß?, X)-xa{£l, 9) is a normal vector sublattice of ba(Q, 9).

Consequently, S is a closed subspace of {ba{£l,9), <, || • ||) and is closed

under pointwise convergence of bounded increasing nets; moreover, {S, <) is a

boundedly complete vector lattice and also a Banach lattice with the norm || • ||.

Proof. The proof is carried out in the following steps.

Io. We claim that p+, p~ e T = ß?-ra*{£l,9) whenever p e T. Let

p e T. Lex e > 0. Given F, by p+{F) = Sup{p{Fx): Fx c F} [4, 2.2.1(5)],
there is Fx c F such that p+{F) - p{Fx) < e. Since p e T, there is H c Fx

such that \p{Fx) - p{H)\ < e . Then

0 < p+{F) - p{H) < [p+{F) - p{Fx)] + \p{Fx)- p{H)\ < 2e

and hence 0 < p+{F)- p+{H) < 2e , on noting that p{H) < p+{H). Therefore

p+ e T. Replacing in this proof p{Fx) with -p{Fx) we get p~ 6 T. This
proves the claim.

2°. Let ßtf = {H: H c F} . Since ß? is a paving closed under finite unions,

{ß?F, d) is a directed set; therefore, {p{H): II G ßff} is a real net for all F

and p. We claim that p e T iff p{F) = X\mH(í%>F p{H) for all F. If p is
positive, the claim immediately follows from the monotonicity of p . Let p be

an arbitrary inner ^"-regular charge. Then, by Io , p+ , p~ G T and hence, by

2.2.2(1) of [4], we get

lim p{H) = lim p+{H) - lim p~{H) = p+{F) - p~{F) = p{F).
HeJrF HeJft He¿rF
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The other implication is obvious. Thus the claim is established.

3°. We claim that T is a vector sublattice of (ba(£2, 9), <). It follows

from 1°, 2° , and 1.5.4(16),(17) of [4], on noting that the zero charge is inner

^-regular (0 g ß?l).

4o. We claim that \v\ < \p\ implies u e T whenever p G T. Let p e T

and \i/\ < \p\. Let e > 0. Given F, by 3°, there is H c F such that

\p\{F) - \p\{H) < e . Hence we have

\u{F) - v{H)\ = \v{F - H)\ < \v\{F - H) < \p\{F - H) = \p\{F) - \p\{H) < e.

Therefore v e T. This proves the claim.

5°. Let {D, >*) be a directed set and {pd: deD} an increasing net in T

such that pd < p for all d G D and for some p . We claim that the pointwise

limit tp - lim¿e0 pd is an inner ^-regular charge. Plainly <p e ba(£l, 9).

Now we prove tp G T. First, we assume that each pd is a positive charge.

Since the real net {pd(F): d G D} is an increasing net with bounded range,

<p{F) = SupdeD pd{F) for all F . Then, by 0 < pd G T {d G D) and 2°, we
get

tp{F) = Suppd{F) = Sup Sup pd{H)
deD deD H€jrF

= Sup Suppd{H) = Sup tp{H).
HeJtF deD HeJft

Since F is arbitrarily chosen and tp is positive, by 2°, we get tp G T.

Now we treat the general case. Let do G D and Do = {d G D: d >* do}.

Since {pd: d G D} is an increasing net in T, the net {pd - pdo: d £ D0} is

an increasing net of positive charges in T. Keeping in mind what we have

proved above, the pointwise limit limdeDo[pd -pdo] = limd6D pd-pdo = <p-pdo

belongs to T. Hence, by 3°, tp G T. This proves the claim.

6°. We claim that T is a normal vector sublattice of {ba{£l,9), <).

By what we have proved above, we must verify only that the supremum of

any subset of T is an element of T whenever it exists in ba(il, 9). Let

{Pi : i G /} c T such that v = V/6/ Pi G ba(Q, 9). Moreover, let sé be the
set of finite subsets of /. Plainly, (sf , d) is a directed set. For each A € $t,

let pa = VieA Pi ; then, by 3°, the net {pa : A es/} is an increasing net in T

that is bounded above. Hence, by 5°, the pointwise limit tp = lim^g^ pA G T

and whence v G T, on noting that v = tp (see the proof of 2.2.1(9) of [4]).

Thus the claim is established.
7°. We claim that S is normal vector sublattice of (ba(Q,^"), <). It

easily follows from 6° and 3.2, on noting that Xe is a (0, (J/)-paving and

intersections of normal vector sublattices are normal vector sublattices as well.

Finally, keeping in mind 2.1(v), (vi), we get the last statement of the theo-

rem.   D

3.4. Remark, (i) We note that in proving 3.3 we have used the hypothesis

0 G / and fi e J to assure {%T, X)-ra{£l, 9) ¿ 0, only. Therefore, in

3.3 and in the sequel, we may replace the hypothesis 0e/ and fleJ with

(JT, JT)-ra(Q, 9) ¿ 0 .
(ii) Let Q be a topological space. Then the previous theorem assures that the

following sets of regular charges, already considered in the literature, though in

different contexts, are normal vector sublattices of ba(Q, 9) :
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• the set of Caratheodory-Alexandroff regular charges, i.e., the set

ß7-xa*{£l, 9), where St* is the (0, (J/)-paving of closed sets [1, Definition

1(3), p. 567];
• the sets of strongly compact inner regular charges, outer regular charges,

and compact regular ones, i.e., the sets ß?-ra*(£i, 9), X-xa*{£l, 9), and

{X, X)-xa{£ï, 9), where ß? is the (0, (J /)-paving of compact sets and X

the {£1, H /)-paving of open sets;

• the sets of inner closed Gs-regular charges, outer open Fa-regular charges,

and inner closed Gg and outer open Fa-regular charges, i.e., the sets

ß?-ra*{£i,9), X-xa*{£l,9) and {ST, X)-xa{£l, 9), where ß? is the
(0, U/)-Pavm8 °f closed C7¿ 's and X is the {£1, f)/)-paving of open F„ 's.

Finally, we note that tightness and radonness may also be seen as regularity

conditions w.r.t. suitable pavings in the topological space £1.

Now we are going to study the relationship between regular charges and mea-

sures (i.e., fr-additive charges). The following theorem characterizes measures

in the regular charge setting.

3.5. Theorem. Let ST, X be flj /, fl f)-pavings and p e (¿F, JT)-ra(Q, 9).
Then the following statements are equivalent.

(i) p is a measure,

(ii) p  is o-smooth at 0   w.r.t.  ßif  {i.e.,   lim„_+00 p(H„) — 0, whenever

Hn[0),
(iii) p is o-tight at £1 w.r.t. X {i.e.,  lim„^+cx> p(Kn) - p{£l), whenever

K„l£l).

Proof, (i) => (ii) and (iii). It is obvious.

(ii) => (i). We use the criterion for cr-additivity given in 2.3.2(iii) of [4]. Let

Fn I 0. We claim p{F„) -*"0. Let e > 0. Given n, by 2.1(i), 3.3, 3.4(i),
and regularity of p, there is H* c F„ such that \p\{Fn - H*) < 2~"e. Let

Hn * fl"=i //,* 6 ST for all n . Plainly Hn c Fn for all n . Since F„ = H"=i ?i,

we get F„-Hnc [Jl=l{F, - H?) and hence \p{Fn) - p{Hn)\ = \p{F„ - H„)\ <

\p\{F„ - H„) < 5Xi \p\{Fi - H*) < e. Since H„ I 0 and p is cr-smooth at 0
w.r.t. ß?, we get p{H„) —> 0, and hence there is m such that \p{F„)\ < 2e for

all n > m . This shows that p{F„) -» 0.
(iii) => (i). It easily follows from (ii) => (i) and 3.2, on noting that Xe is a

(U/> D/)-Pavmg an<3 P is cr-smooth at 0 w.r.t. Xe.    D

3.6. Remark, (i) If X = ß?c then (ii) and (iii) of 3.5 are equivalent.

(ii) Plainly, if ß? is a er-compact set system [7, 1.4, p. 198], then any p is

cr-smooth at 0 . Hence, 1.6 of [7, p. 198], may be seen as a consequence of 3.5

(put X = 9 ) in the context of a-compact set systems that are {{Jf, f]f)-

pavings of 9.

(iii) Let Sf be the set of closed sets of a topological space £1. Then 3.5

becomes Theorem 2 of [1, p. 587]. Moreover, if £1 is a countably compact

space, then ST is a o*-compact set system and hence, by (ii), any {ß?, ß?c)-

regular charge is a measure.

(iv) Let £1 be a topological space, ß? a flJ/> D/)"Pavmg of closed count-

ably compact subsets of £1 and X a {{jf, f|/)-Paving. Then any {ßf, X)-
regular charge is a measure, on noting that Sí? is a er-compact set system.

(v) Theorem 3.5 points out that we may replace in 2.2 of [9] the countable
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intersection closure property of the paving with the finite intersection one.

Since not any bounded measure is an inner regular charge (e.g., let £1 be the

compact Hausdorff space of ordinals less than or equal to the first uncountable

ordinal, endowed with the order topology; then the Dieudonné measure defined

on the Borel rj-field of £1 is not a strongly compact inner regular charge [8, (9-

10)]), we give some conditions assuring the regularity of bounded measures. In

what follows we denote, as usual, by o{ßf) the smallest cr-field on £1 including

sc .

3.7. Theorem. Let Si? be a \J j-paving and X be a {f)f ,{Jc)-paving such

that H—K e Si? and K-H eX for all H, K. Moreover, let p be a measure.

Then the set &* <x\p.) = {F: Sup„c/r \p\{H) = InfjfDF I^K*")} is a o-ring
whenever 32(-jr'Jf\p) ^ 0 .

Consequently, 32^'x\p) is a o-field iff £1 e X and p is ßf-tight at
£i {i.e., \p\{£l) = SupH\p\{H)). Therefore, if 9 = o{ST) {= a{X)), p e
{ß?,X)-xa{£l,9) iff 32^>x\p) d ß? OX), £1 e X and p is ß?-tight
at £l.

Proof. Let p be a measure such that 31 = 32(jr<x\p) ^ 0 . Let Fx, F2 e 31.
In order to prove that Fx - F2 e 32 , let £ > 0. Then there are H¡ c F¡ and

K¡ D F¡ such that \p\{K¡ - H¡) < e {i = 1 , 2). Consequently, Hx - K2 c

F\ - F2 c Kx - H2 and hence

\p\{Kx-H2)-\p\{Hx-K2)

= \p\[{Kx - H2) - (//, - K2)] < \p\{Kx -//,) + \p\{K2 - H2) < 2e.

Since Hx - K2 e ß?, Kx - H2 e X, and £ is arbitrary, we have Fx - F2 e 3? .

Now let {F„) be a sequence in 32 and let F — (J^ Fn . Let e > 0 . Then there

are H„ c F„ and Kn d Fn such that |^|(A^„ - H„) < 2~ne for all n . Since

U"=i F, î F and \p\ is a measure, there is m such that \p\{F - |J™ , F¡) < e .

Now, let H = (Jti //< eST and K = ij^ KneX . Then H c F c K and

\p\{F) - \p\{H) = \p\ (f-\J FA + \p\ (\J F, - H)

<e + Y;\n\(Fi-Hi)<2e,
1=1

\p\(K)-\p\{F) = \p\{K-F)<\p\

+ OO + OC

<^|//|(Jrr„-F„)<2£.

/?=!

\J{Kn-Fn)
ln=l

Since £ is arbitrarily chosen, F e 32 . Thus 32 is a a-ring.

Finally, keeping in mind 2.1(i), 3.3 and 3.4(i), we get the other statements

of the theorem.    D

The follwoing corollary follows quite easily from the previous theorem.

3.8. Corollary. Let 9 = o{ß?) and Sí* be a (0, Û, |J/, f]c)-paving such
that for any H there is a sequence {HLn) such that Hcn [ H. Moreover, let ßf*

be a paving such that H* n H e Si"* for all H* e ß?" and all H. Then any

measure p isa {Sí?*, Sí?c)-regular charge whenever p is ßf*-tight at £1.

3.9. Remark, (i) By suitable choices of topological spaces £i and pavings

ß?, X we get, by the previous theorem and corollary, generalizations of some
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well-known regularity theorems regarding positive measures only. For example,

let Q be:
• an arbitrary topological space and Si? the (0, £1, [jf, p|c)-paving of

closed Baire sets. Since any closed Baire set is a countable intersection of open

Baire sets and a{X) is the Baire cr-field, we get that bounded Baire measures
are {ST, Si? c)-xegulax;

• a normal space (e.g., compact Hausdorff) and Si? the (0, £1, [jf, f)c)-

paving of closed G¿ 's. Since any closed G¿ set is a countable intersection of

open F„ 's and o{Si?) is the Baire cr-field, we get that bounded Baire measures
are {%?, ^Fc)-regular;

• a perfectly normal space (e.g., metric space) and Sí? the (0, £l, [j f, f) c)-

paving of closed sets. Then, any bounded Borel measure is (ßP, ßfc)-xegulax.

Hence in a Polish space, denoting by Si?* the (0, |J /)-paving of compact sets,

bounded Borel measures are {Sí?*, ̂ c)-regular, on noting that bounded Borel

measures are Si?* -tight at £1 ;

• a locally compact and cr-compact Hausdorff space, Si? the (0,U/)_

paving of compact G¿ 's, and X the (Q, f]f, (Jc)-paving of open Baire sets.

Since compact Baire sets are G¿ 's and compact Gg 's are countable intersec-

tions of open sets that are countable unions of compact G§ 's and any measure

is ^-tight at Q, we get that bounded Baire measures are {Si?, X)-regular

charges, on noting that a {Sí?) is the Baire cr-field.

(ii) Let 3¡o be the restricted Baire cr-ring of a locally compact Hausdorff

space £l, ß? the (0, (J /)-paving of compact Gs 's, and X the (f|/, \Jc)-

paving of open cr-compact Baire sets. Since the properties recalled in the last

example of (i) hold also in 3%o, we get, by 3.7, that any bounded measure on

3§o is a {SI?, ̂ -regular charge.

4. Purely irregular charges w.r.t. a pair of pavings

We start with the following definition.

4.1. Definition. The charge p is a (S(?, X)-purely irregular charge iff p e

{ß?,X)-xa{£l,9)^ . We denote by {ßf, X)-pia{£l, 9) the set of {Si?, X)-
purely irregular charges. Moreover, we call inner Si?-purely irregular charges and

outer X-purely irregular charges the elements of ß?-piat{£l, 9) = (%?, 9)-

pia(fi, 9) and X-pia*{£1,9) = {9, X)-pia{£l, 9), respectively.

The following theorem easily follows from the normality of {Si?, X)-

pia(Q, 9) without any hypothesis on the structure of the pavings.

4.2. Theorem, (i) p e {Si?, X)-pia{£l, 9) iff p+, p~ e (ST, X)-pia{£l, 9)
iff\p\e{Sr,X)-pia{£l,9).

(ii) Let px,p2 G {Sí?,X)-pia{£l,9)  and a be any real number.   Then

px + p2, px V p2, px A p2, and ap\ are {Si?, X)-purely irregular charges.

(iii) Let {pn) be a sequence in {Si?, X)-pia{£l, 9) such that

lim   \\pn -p\\ = 0.
n—>+oo

Then p isa {Si?, X)-purely irregular charge.

(iv) The pointwise limit of any bounded increasing net in {Si?, ̂ )-pia(Q, 9)

is a {Si?, X)-purely irregular charge.
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(v) Let p\,p2 e {Si?, X)-pia{£l, 9) and v be such that px < u < p2.

Then v is a (ßf, Xfpurely irregular charge.

Now, let Si? be a (0, [j/>paving and X be a {£i,f\/>paving. Then, by
3.3, {{Si?, X)-xa{£l, 9), {Sí?, X)-pia{£l, 9)) is a normal subspace decom-

position of ba(Q, 9). Therefore, from results given in §2, we easily get the

following theorems. The first one gives a decomposition of a bounded charge

into its regular and purely irregular décomposants.

4.3. Theorem. Let ßf be a (0, \jf)-paving and X be a {£l, f]f)-paving.
Then any charge p can be written uniquely in the form p = pT + pPi, where

pr isa {ßf, X)-regular charge and pPi isa {ßf, X)-purely irregular charge.

Further pr = {p+)r - {p~)T and ppi = (p+)pX - (p~)Pi for all p. Moreover pT

and pPi are both positive whenever p is positive.

4.4. Theorem. Let ßf be a (0, [j f)-paving and X be a {£1, f| f)-paving.
Then the following statements hold.

(i) Let p be a positiive charge. Then p isa {ßf ,X)-purely irregular {regular)

charge iff p Au = 0 for any positive {ßf, X)-regular (purely irregular) charge
v.

(ii) Let p be a (ßf, X)-purely irregular (regular) charge, v a (Sf ,X)-

regular (purely irrregular) charge, and a, ß arbitrary positive real numbers.

Then there is F such that \p\(F) < a and \v\(Fc) < ß .

(iii) Let p be a positive charge. Then p is a (ßf, X)-purely irregular (regu-

lar) charge iff for every positive (ßf, X)-regular (purely irregular) charge v, for

every F and, e > 0, there is Fx c F suchthat v(Fx) < s and p(Fx) > p(F)-e.

(iv) p is a (Si?, Xfpurely irregular (regular) charge iff there is no nonzero

(ßf, X)-regular (purely irregular) charge v such that 0 < v < \p\.

In the following two statements we assume that p is a 0-k valued charge.

(v) p is either a (ßf, X)-regular charge or a (ßf, X)-purely irregular one;

(vi) p is (ßf, X)-purely irregular (regular) charge whenever there is a non-

zero (ßf, X)-purely irregular (regular ) charge v such that 0 < v < \p\.

4.5. Remark, (i) Let Q be a countable compact space and Si? the paving of:

• closed sets. Then, by 3.6(iii), any pure charge is a (ßf, Sf c)-puxely irreg-

ular charge;

• closed Baire sets. Then, by 3.6(iii) and 3.9(i), the previous normal decom-

position theorem is the Hewitt-Yosida decomposition one in the bounded Baire

charge setting.

(ii) In the context of Gardner paper [6, pp. 44-46], any 0-k valued mea-

sure that is strongly compact irregular (e.g., Dieudonné measure) is a strongly

compact inner purely irregular charge.

(iii) Let Sf be the paving of closed sets of a countable compact space Q

having cardinality less than the first real-valued measurable cardinal. We claim

that any diffuse positive bounded charge on the power set 2a (— 9) is a

(ßf, ßfc)-puxely irregular charge. Let p be a diffuse positive charge. Moreover

let v e (Sf, ßfc)-xa(£l, 9) such that 0 < v < p. Hence, by 3.6(iii), v is
a diffuse positive measure and hence v is the null-charge. Consequently, by

4.4(iv), we get the claim.
(iv) We assume the Continuum Hypothesis. Then Q = [0, 1 ] has cardinality

less than the first real-valued measurable cardinal. Let 9 = 2n and ßf the
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usual paving of closed sets. Moreover let X be the Lebesgue measure on the

Borel cr-field on £l. Since X is a diffuse charge, by (iii), any positive bounded

extension of X to 9 is a (ßf, ßfc)-puxely irregular charge.

(v) Let £1 be the set of real numbers and Sf the paving of bounded real sets.

Moreover let p > 0. Then, we easily get that p is an inner Sf-xegulax charge

iff p is ßf-XighX at £1 (i.e., without any adherence at infinity in de Finetti's

terminology). Moreover, we claim that p is an inner ^-purely irregular charge

iff p(H) = 0 for all H. First, let p(H) = 0 for all H. Moreover let v e Sf-
xa»(£l,9) such that 0 < v < p. Then u(H) = 0 for all H and hence, by
the inner ^-regularity of u , v is the null-charge. Consequently, by 4.4(iv),

p G ßf-pia*(£l, 9). Now let p e Sf-piat(£l, 9). Given H, we consider the
charge v(F) = p(FnH) for all F . Plainly, 0 < v < p and v e Sf-xa*(£l,9) ;
consequently, by 4.4(iv), u is the null-charge and hence p(H) — v(H) = 0.

(vi) By means of 4.3 and the Riesz Decomposition Theorem, we may write

a given charge /i asa sum of many décomposants. For example, let Q be a

topological space and Sf, X the pavings of compact and open sets, respec-

tively. Moreover, let S be the normal vector sublattice of bounded meaures,

T\ — S n (ßf, X)-xa(£l, 9), and T2 be the orthogonal complement of T\ in

S. Then (Tx, T2) is a normal subspace decomposition of S and hence any

charge p may be written as p — vx + i/pi + pp , where vx is a compact regular

measure, vpX is a compact purely irregular measure, and pp is a pure charge.

In this way we may obtain decompositions of bounded charges similar to the

one given in 25.3 of [6].
In order to give some characterizations of purely irregular charges defined

on (T-fields, we denote by <w, < , and J_s the relations of weak absolute con-

tinuity, absolute continuity and strong singularity, respectively [4, 6.1.1, 6.1.2,

6.1.15].

4.6. Theorem. Let 9 be a a-field and Sf ,X be (\Jf, C] f)-pavings. More-
over, we assume that any positive (ßf, X)-regular charge is o-smooth at 0

w.r.t. Sf. Finally, let p be a positive charge. Then p e (Sf ,X)-pxa(£l, 9)
iff for every positive v e (Sf, X)-xa(£l, 9) and e > 0 there is F such that

p(F) = 0 and u(Fc) < e . Consequently, if p is a measure, then p e (Sf, X)-

pia(Q ,9) iff p ±s v for every positive v e (Sf, X)-xa(£l, 9).

Proof. Let p e (Sf, X)-pia(£l, 9) and 0 < v e (Sf, X)-xa{£i, 9). Let
£ > 0. Given n, by 4.4(iii) (put F = £1 ), there is F„ such that p(Fn) < 2~"e

and u(F¿) < 2~ne. Now let F = f£~ F„ € 9. Then p(F) < p{Fn) < 2""£

for all n and hence p(F) = 0. On the other hand, u(Fc) = u(\J+^¡ F„c) <

J2n~™ v(Fn) ^ zC«rî 2~"e = e, where the first inequality holds seeing that, by

3.5, v is a measure.

The converse implication follows easily from 4.4(iii). The last statement of

the theorem follows easily from 6.1.17 of [4].    D

4.7. Theorem. Let 9 be a afield and ßf, X be {[Jf, f) f)-pavings. More-
over, we assume that any positive (Sf, X)-regular charge is o-smooth at 0

w.r.t. ßf. Let 0 < v e (Sf, X)-xa(£l, 9) and p -cw u . Then p e (Sf ,X)-
pia(Q,^) iff there is decreasing sequence (Fn) such that u(Fn) j 0 and

\p\{F<) = 0 for all n.

Proof. The necessity easily follows from 4.2(i) and 4.6. To prove the sufficiency
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let v' g (ßf ,X)-xa(£l,9) such that 0 < v' < \p\. Then, by 3.5, v' is a

measure. Since p -Cw v , by 6.1.4 and 6.1.5(h) of [4], we have \p\ <CW \v\ — v.

Then v' <w v and hence, by 6.1.6 of [4] and 3.5, v1 < v . Now let Fn be

the given decreasing sequence such that v(Fn) } 0 and \p\(F£) = 0 for all n .

Since v' « v , we get i/'ÍF,,) 1 0 and hence i/'(fT¿~ /*«) = 0. Since |ai|(F„c) =

0, we get v'(FJi) = 0 for all « and hence v'({j*™FH) = 0. Consequently

v'(£ï) = v'(Ç\+n=x Fn) + v'{\£™ Fn) = 0 and whence v' = 0. Then, by 4.4(iv),

/i G {Sf, X)-pia(£l, 9). This completes the proof.   D

4.8. Remark, (i) Keeping in mind 3.6(d), the previous two theorems hold

whenever ßf is a cr-compact set system.

(ii) Let Q be a countably compact space and Sf, X be the pavings of

compact and open sets, respectively. Then, adopting Gardner's terminology [6,

§25], we get, by 4.6, that any positive measure p is (Sf, o^)-purely irregular iff

p is an antiregular measure. Consequently, the decomposition Theorem 25.2

of [6] is a consequence of 4.6, in the context of a-additivity.

(iii) Assume the hypothesis of 4.6. Then, keeping in mind the notion of

strong singularity given by Armstrong [2, p. 567], p is (Sf, ^)-purely irregular

iff every positive v e (Sf, ^)-ra(Q, 9) is strongly singular to p .
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